
Horsman Dolls, Inc.
Founding to it’s Trenton Heyday



HORSMAN is the oldest name in American Dolls
The E.I. Horsman Company is founded in 1865
• Founded by 22 year old Edward Imeson Horsman (3rd generation of that name) in NYC

• Company manufactured games and home amusements 
(particularly sporting goods)

Tennis, archery, croquet sets were early best sellers

• By the mid 1870’s, the company was importing some of 
its inventory from Germany

Edward traveled there regularly to buy toys, fancy 
goods and novelties

• Originally a retail store, the company involves into an 
import and wholesale house and only later the 
manufacturer of dolls

• By the 1880’s the company’s catalog showed a wide 
variety of imported dolls in many sizes
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E.I. the portal of a trans-
Atlantic ship 



• In the early 1890’s Horsman had cloth playthings 
made to their specifications by outside companies

• Dolls made up only a portion of Horsman’s catalog, 
which also featured kites, cameras, jigsaw puzzles, 
tiddlywinks games, magic lanterns and tennis sets

• 1909 Horsman becomes the sole distributer of the 
perfected and patented virtually indestructible 
composition doll

• At about 1910, Horsman began to concentrate 
solely on dolls

Composition doll Billiken

German all bisque bald dolls



E.I. Horsman (4th generation)

• Born in 1873, known as Junior

• Senior hoped Junior would enter the family business
Junior’s interest was artistic and not mercantile
He loved music, composed songs and became the musical director for several NYC churches

• The young Junior Horsman was intrigued by these artistically new and more realistic dolls

After the company’s success with the composition doll head “Billiken”, Junior wanted to follow-up with a new 

line of American-made composition character dolls.

• 1909 Junior sees a display of sculpted medallions of children by Helen 
Fox Trowbridge

• She is hired by Horsman to capture the fresh new look of real American 
children in dolls

• She holds the position of chief designer for nearly a decade and a half, 
literally changing the face of American dolls

Helen Fox Trowbridge Sculpted Medallion



• Starting in 1909, Trowbridge 
sculptured the immensely popular 
Campbell Kid doll head and 
countless others in her American 
Kids in Toyland series

• With Sr tending to the business 
details, by the start of WW1, the firm 
had grown into a major U.S. doll 
company

Trowbridge’s 
Suck A Thumb

Horsman’s Rise…

…and Fall

• 1918 Junior dies from a major heart 
attack at 45 years old

• The company  loses much of its 
creativity

Helen Fox Trowbridge

Trowbridge’s 
Campbell Kid



• 1919 Horsman merges with the Aetna Doll Co to become 
E.I. Horsman and Aetna Doll Co, a clumsy and cumbersome 
name that lasted only 3 years

• The company would produce thousands of the popular 
1920’s mama dolls and the company would become one of 
the top three American doll makers

• Trowbridge departs in the early 1920’s 

• German-born sculptor Bernard Lipfert becomes the chief 
designer of Horsman’s composition dolls

• Lipfert was anxious to make more than his Horsman wages 
and moonlights at home in the evening, designing dolls for 
other companies

• Horsman objected and files a lawsuit in 1927 and loses

• Lipfert is free to create doll prototypes for any and all doll 
companies.  He becomes a freelancer and by the 1930’s he 
was designing four out of five American dolls

Bernard Lipfert

"Blink" designed by Bernard Lipfert, 
manufactured by Horsman,from
Gene Carr's cartoon "Lady 
Bountiful.“  Original dressed as a 
soldier. Circa 1916.



• Only a few weeks after the Lipfert verdict in 1927, the 83 
year-old Horsman senior dies

• His obituary in the NY Times called him “the dean of the 
American toy business”

• 67 days later, his friend and manufacturing expert Benjamin 
Goldberg dies

• A few days before the company’s sales manager L.C. 
Wittenberg passed away

• In just two months the E.I. Horsman Co. had lost its top 
leadership and the era had ended

• By 1932, with the Great Depression the company was 
bankrupt Horsman’s Baby Dimples Doll, c. 1927



Regal Doll Corporation

• Date of founding unknown, prior to WW1 known 
as German American Doll Company

• By 1930 Regal’s Manhattan factory was no longer
adequate for the growing business

• At the end of 1930, the Regal Doll Manufacturing 
Company purchased the former Taubel Hosiery 
Mill in Trenton from F. A. Straus & Company for 
around $250,000. 

• The plant, containing 82,500 square feet was 
bounded by Adeline Street, Chestnut Avenue, Elm 
and Grand Streets.



• Regal was interested in acquiring Horsman’s strong 
brand identification

• In October 1933 the nearly bankrupt Horsman 
Company was purchased and became a subsidiary of 
the Regal Doll Manufacturing Company

• The Horsman brand became Regal’s upscale line, 
paired with its own cheaper dolls

• A new philosophy emerges:  selling a relatively few doll 
types and focusing on cuddly baby dolls with mama 
criers and that were well dressed in a wide range of 
well-styled, attractive outfits

• The typical Horsman doll had a certain look, a familiar 
dolly face that changed little from year to year.

• In 1940 the Regal name is dropped, the company 
realizing its strength and future promise lay with the 
Horsman name 



Trenton Times, December 10, 1931 Trenton Times, 1947

While Horsman dolls could be 
found in big city department 
stores and upscale toy stores, 
they were sold in greater 
numbers through local 
hardware stores, hometown 
drug stores and 
Sears/Montgomery Ward 
catalogs



The War Years 1942-1945

Materials are hard to find:

• Doll’s sleep eyes were made in part with metal –
sheet metal was hard to find, being used for helmets 
and ammo boxes

• Scarce too were cloth and fibers for wigs

• Kapok, once used to stuff doll bodies was used 
during the war to fill life jackets

• The Trenton factory continued to turn out a limited 
number of dolls for the home-front market

• Late in the war, some Horsman technicians had 
experience molding prostheses for military amputees 
– they realize that the same elastic Vinylite used for 
lifelike artificial hands for veterans also could make 
amazingly realistic dolls



• Late in 1947, one to three years before their 
competitors, Horsman had a doll with vinyl arms and 
legs ready to sell, with a substantial number of them 
on the market in 1948

• The doll was called a Softee, a registered name that 
Horsman would use for one soft doll or another for 
more than 50 years



Wigs

• Dolls had worn wigs since the 
beginning of doll history

• 1930’s – 1940’s many Horsman 
dolls wore wigs of mohair, the 
fine hair of the Angora goat, 
sewn to a cloth wig cap and 
stylized.  The cap was then 
glued to the crown of a doll’s 
head

• Horsman last used mohair wigs 
in 1951, when they began 
making wigs out of Dow 
Chemical’s Saran

• In 1952 clumps of Saran fibers 
were rooted in the soft, pliable 
vinyl heads using a sewing 
machine like device

Heads

• Doll heads continued to be made 
of composition until 1948 when 
hard plastic heads were 
developed

• By 1949 technicians had 
improved molding techniques and 
the soft plastic itself, producing a 
number of all-vinyl baby dolls with 
molded hair and soft heads, 
bodies and limbs

• Composition was phased out by 
1950

• Hard plastic heads were gone by 
1952 and its use for other body 
parts ended by 1954



• In 1952 other innovations were 
Walker dolls and a new, 
improved soft vinyl called Fairy 
Skin

Technically, the late 
1940’s and early 
1950’s had been an 
amazing time.  And 
from a business 
sense, Horsman 
Dolls, Inc., was riding 
high



Imagine 12,000 Dolls Under Single Roof 
and You’ve Got An Idea of Horsman’s Plant

Trenton Times, March 12, 1951

• During the peak months of August and 
September, as many as 12,000 dolls a day 
were manufactures by about 1,200 full and 
part-time workers

• It would take approximately three days to 
make a doll and package it

• Unlike other doll factories, Horsman made 
everything itself, from doll outfits to wigs, and 
even the boxes the dolls came in (the 
company had its own box factory in the 
building)

More Dolls Than She Ever Had As A Child



• 35 young ladies are employed as 
artists, placing the finishing touches 
on the heads

• It normally takes two or three 
minutes to paint a doll’s face

Heads and Faces



• There were 60 or 70 wigmakers and 
this department was the only one of 
its kind in the country

• The company had its own training 
school

• To become a proficient wigmaker, an 
apprentice must put in a long period 
of time before she is proficient

Wigmakers At Work On A Doll’s Crowning Glory



• From 250 to 300 women would 
operate the sewing machines 
making doll dresses and other 
clothing

• To keep the sewing machine 
operators busy, the men would cut 
18 pieces of cloth at once with 
electric cutting devices

A Million Dresses Are Turned Out Here Each Year

Eighteen Doll Dresses Are Cut In Single Operation



A Different Era

• Trenton’s southeast side was an ethnic 
neighborhood that was mostly Polish and 
Italian

• Many families had lived there for two or three 
generations

• Mom and Pop businesses were on the corners 
– a family grocery store, perhaps a 
barbershop, or especially a neighborhood 
saloon

• It was an area where workers could walk to 
work

• A large, skilled and stable workforce was one 
of the company’s greatest assets



• Every employee was a member of the Amalgamated Metal, 
Machine and Novelty Workers Union, Local 225

• The employees worked hard and well

• The employees made good money

• But for management, that produced a major problem, since 
most doll companies had their manufacturing plant in New 
York City and they paid their workers a lot less

• Nine years later in 1960 Horsman Dolls Inc., would leave 
Trenton and open up operations in Caycee, South Carolina

Source:  Horsman Dolls, The Vinyl Era 1950 to Present by Don Jenson
Dolls Face A New Look by the Cornwall, CT Historical Society
Imagine 12,000 Dolls Under Single Roof and You’ve Got An Idea of Horsman’s Plant, Trenton Times, 
March 12, 1951


